
Dubai to ensure we maintain sales momentum while 
Paul who has already been engaging with the group is 
going to continue working on the property 
re-development project committed to by CMC and AFG. 

We appreciate all three of you taking time away from 
your other duties within the group to aide in during 
the period of transition. As we go into this year fully 
committed to growing the CMC business, we appreciate 
what Mark Kass did to get us into this position that 
allows us to take advantage of every opportunity 
available. 

The future is very promising for us and the senior 
management team at CMC are all going to be hands on 
during this transition and the wider CMC family is going 
to do what we can to ensure that we continue to strive 
for continuous improvement in all areas under the new 
leadership. 

The CMC family is going through significant changes at 
the moment. Changes that we believe are for the better 
and your coming to join us is one of them. 

Kwaheri Mark na Karibuni Mark, David na Paul
From CMC Family

QUARTERLY NEWSLETTER: FIRST EDITION – JANUARY 2017

To our incoming Acting CEO, we the CMC 
family would like to welcome you to Kenya 
and to our business. Our 6 brands being dealt 
across the nine branches country wide, from 
Kisumu to Mombasa are our driving force and 
we take pride each and every day in serving 
our customers and doing as our Motto says 
keeping them customers for life. 

We are a large family with over 800 
associates who are the heart and soul of 
the business and as are this publication 
– DRIVEN. 

As we continue to grow more into an Al-
Futtaim group company, we are excited 
to have someone of your experience 
and depth leading the organization.
 
As a senior manager within the group 
and in particular in aftersales, your 
experience and presence will give a 
much needed boost to all our brands. 
As we know, a strong after sales and 
customer service culture go a long 
way in selling the second and the third 
vehicle to happy customers. We are 
also great full that you will be joined 
during your time at the helm of CMC by 
David Smith and Paul Batson. 

David is going to carry on giving that 
vital sales support and linkage back to 



MTEJA NI BARAKA

INTRODUCTION

2

It’s 2 years since we started the journey of integration into Al Futtaim Group, 
arguably the world’s most successful vehicle distribution company. AFG’s 
success is firmly anchored on a history of outstanding customer care. 

When AFG bought 100% of CMC and committed to transfer best practice to 
Kenya as the Group’s launch pad into Sub Saharan Africa, the excitement 
across the whole of Kenya was palpable. 

CMC associates were excited that we would be part of the transformation 
about to take place. Customers were excited that they would henceforth 
be at the center of everything we do and the country was excited and 
proud that the Group had chosen a Kenyan company as their maiden 
investment in Sub Saharan Africa. 

We have done a lot over the past 2 years towards this transformation. We 
now have the key pillars in place and it is time to take the leap into a fully 
integrated AFG company. It is time to connect the dots. An associate fixing 
a customer’s vehicle in Eldoret should have the same skills, engagement 
and motivation as an associate carrying out the same task in Sri Lanka. A 
customer visiting our showroom in Meru should be handled the same as a 
customer visiting one of our showrooms in Dubai.

There are many outstanding processes and cultural norms our parent 
Group has passed onto us but there are three key ones that need to be 
highlighted here and seek your support in fully embracing. We have put 
these three under the campaign Mteja ni Baraka to reflect the culture 
throughout the Group of doing everything we can to delight our customers.

The three elements of the Mteja ni Baraka Campaign are:
a). Employee Engagement/ Training b). Marketing/Customer Care  
c). Employee Appraisal/ Development(PDR)
 
a) Employee Engagement/Training: The customer belongs to all of us, 
not just sales or aftersales. We must all be proud to work for a company 
that has delighted customers. We need to ensure we are properly trained 
to offer the best service to our customers in whatever assignments we 
are handling, be it finance, service, logistics, etc. In addition, we must all 

constantly think of ways to delight our customers better 
and step forward with suggestions. 

We will form various focus groups for you to channel 
your thoughts through but you will in addition be 
encouraged to step forward even outside these groups 
when you get a good idea. We will have suggestion boxes 
across the businesses for you to drop in suggestions 
to management. We will regularly acknowledge and 
celebrate those instances where our people go out of 
their way to do things, big or small, that delight customers 
and bring honor to our organization.

b) Marketing/Customer Care: We will make our 
marketing robust, comprehensive and cost effective. We 
need to make sure we are using all channels convenient 
to our customer. We will be more involved in digital 
marketing and interactive events with customers to 
understand better how to delight them.  We need to track 
and measure closely the impact and effectiveness of our 
campaigns. Our sales and marketing folks need to be 
joined at the hips. And once we get a customer enquiry, 
we now have a world class process for taking that 
customer through the journey to purchase, aftersales and 
repurchase. Our CRM system will be key to delivering this 
promise and the teams in CMC and Dubai are working 
closely to ensure we give our customers the best. A focus 
group is already in place to collate your input.

c) Employee Appraisal/Development(PDR): Our 
parent Group is a meritocratic organization that closely 
tracks employees’ performance and provides support 
where appropriate. A strong culture of self-improvement 
and growth is nurtured to deliver continuously improving 
customer experience. Regular dialogue between each 
employee and their supervisor on individual performance 
and development is a basic part of the culture. 

Reward and growth are strongly linked to this process. 
CMC will get fully on board from Jan 2017 and we already 
have teams from our parent Group holding our hand 
through our HR team in the onboarding process.

We are very excited about the Mteja ni Baraka program 
and the impact it will have on our customer experience 
and our organization in general. We have many 
great programs our parent Group has offered us the 
opportunity to participate in but in some cases, we have 
claimed we are not ready. 

Yet we yearn for the day we will be exactly like our parent 
Group. We will only get there when we fully embrace 
our parent Groups culture and processes. Any delay or 
postponement pushes back the day we will be fully on 
boarded to the detriment of our customers and even our 
own careers. Let us get fully onboard from Jan 2017. 



I T / MARKETING

1. Upgrade of Microsoft Dynamics NAV 
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) 
and Incadea Dealer Management 
Systems (DMS)

This is driving CMC Business in achieving; -
- Increased efficiency in CMC’s Sales and After Sales Processes, 

and Finance Operations across the enterprise.
-  Integration of all departments in one enterprise system, 
-  Increased productivity through resource planning, reduction of 

cost and automation of processes
- Speedy transaction processing and online approvals and 

authorizations; 
- Enhanced customer satisfaction, through reduction in 

transaction time, delivery times, improved communication and 
information.

2. Roll-out of Microsoft Dynamics 
Customer Relationship Management 
System (CRM)  

To improve the management of the company’s interactions with 
its customers, clients and sales prospects.  CMC will leverage 
the rich functionality in the Dynamics CRM System to nurture 
the culture of Customer Centricity within the Business. The 
system has rich Sales, Marketing and Aftersales Modules which 
collectively are a great value add in driving the Business forward. 
The System is customized to CMC Specific Business Requirements 
and the rich Reports and Dashboards from the system, enable the 
CMC Leadership to have clear visibility of the Business for quick 
business-critical decision-making.  
“Just like the ERP, the CRM is a group-wide solution, whereby after 
working on fully stabilizing the system in Kenya for the last eight 

To further support the growth of the business and brands, we have moved 
from a vertical reporting line to a horizontal matrix approach. This new 
business model is designed to increase and promote best practice and 
standardization across the entire company. This Marketing team will also 
uphold corporate governance and strategy; whilst increasing efficiencies, 
identifying synergies, promoting collaboration and seeking new 
opportunities.
This newly established marketing structure will allow the department to 
fully support initiatives within the divisions and across our branch network. 
We all, look forward to supporting all of you in growing the business into 
the future.

months, we are now ready to roll-out the solution in our Uganda 
Operations in Q4 of 2016, and in Tanzania in H1 2017.  The System 
will be centralized at the HQ in Nairobi and fully integrated into the 
ERP system” Muchiri adds.

3. INTERGRATION OF OFFICE 365 

CMC has invested in Cloud Technology by adopting Microsoft 
Office 365, meaning our emails have now been transitioned to 
the Microsoft Could Platforms accessible from anywhere in the 
world. This guarantees CMC of stable and reliable Corporate 
Email Communications and a World Class Enterprise Data 
Security powered by Microsoft. The Office 365 comes along with 
the powerful Skype for Business Collaboration tool.  This brings 
enormous benefits to CMC business including huge cost savings 
as the business will leverage communication via Skype. “The Video 
Conferencing capability within Skype means our Business Managers 
and Associates can hold online meetings, video conferences, 
share documents and presentations from their offices which will 
significantly cut costs related to physical meetings and business 
travels” Muchiri explains.

4. CMC Group-wide Fibre Optic Network  

Over the last several Months, the CMC IT team has worked diligently 
to ensure all Branches in Kenya and the Regional Offices are 
interconnected to the new Fibre Optic Technology to enhance 
the momentum of our Business growth. All CMC Branches are on 
Last-Mile Fibre connection which has significantly contributed to 
reliable access of Mission Critical Applications like the ERP, CRM, 
and Office 365. The Internet connectivity has also been enhanced 
by increasing the bandwidth capacities. 

“Driving CMC Business Through Innovative Technologies” 

MARKETING 
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WORD FROM THE HR

TALENT FOR GROWTH
HR is driven by an ambitious growth plan for 
expanding our business and we considered talent 
that will need to grow our expanding business in 
the region and articulate CMC Motors Group as 
a best place to work based on four attributes of 
Brand Reputation, Supportive work environment, 
Recognize quality Performance and Development 
& Career Growth. 

The Growing Together survey was launched in 
CMC Motors Group in October 2016 to measure 
employee engagement and more important an 
opportunity for the company and leaders to listen 
to employees and make a difference based on 
their feedback. 

CAREER FAIR 
The career fair for sales executive was mirrored from Al Futtaim talent acquisition, 
influenced by the need to bring on board the right talent that would spur the 
business to attain its targets.    
- Out of 250 applications received during the first career fair in Nairobi, 30 
candidates were shortlisted and invited for the career fair assessment. Out of this 
pool, we were able to get 12 best candidates whereby six were on boarded while 
the other six was put on waiting list but have since been re deployed to branches 
to support the business. 
- The second career fair at Mombasa branch had over 200 applicants out of which 
18 were shortlisted and invited for the assessment. Top five candidates have 
already been selected and will be placed within our Mombasa branch, with five 
others on the waiting list. 

HR

LAUNCH OF TRAINING ACADEMY, NAIROBI

CMC Motors Group with the support of the Al-
Futtaim Automotive Group opened a fully-fledged 
technical training school at its Ford Workshop in 
Nairobi. The opening of the Automotive Academy 
is part of the company’s strategic effort to boost 
its customer experience and after sales capacity 
in East Africa. The launch was officiated by Al-
Futtaim Automotive Group President, Mr. Len 
Hunt. The investment in a state of the art technical 
training facility, underpins the firm’s commitment 
to deepen skills in the local automotive market.
Mr. Len Hunt was keen to emphasize that our 

Corporate plans focus on enhanced customer service, market development and 
quality products provisions as part of a strategic effort to retain a more than 20% 
market share locally. This facility will provide world-class training and certification 
services to guarantee superior service delivery to our customers. 

Registered as a Technical Training Centre, by the National Industrial Training 
Authority (NITA), the CMC Motors Technical Academy is accredited to offer various 
business management and automotive engineering courses for its staff.. CMC staff 
members and associates (Training Centre will also cater for CMC Fleet customers 
staff members) attending the courses will be formally certified in various fields of 
study such as Automotive Apprenticeship, Motor Vehicle Service & Maintenance, 
Parts Fundamentals, Motor Vehicle Sales Process & Skills, Zodiak Business Finance 
Simulation and Auto Body Works & Fabrication training.

EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT SURVEY

OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY & HEALTH, FIRE SAFETY 
AND FIRST AID TRAINING,

The engagement programme consists of three phases:
Phase One: Participation of all employees in the survey.
Phase Two: Reporting of results and discussions between line managers and their 
teams.
Phase Three: Development of action plans in line with the survey results across the 
organization.
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BRANDS
NEWS

The Ford brand has grown locally in the Kenyan market by way of visibility and sales through various initiatives.... 

Seven 2016 Ford Models; The Wild 
track, the XLT, the Everest, The Figo 
Sedan, The Focus, The Fusion & the 
Kuga were unveiled during the event.

It was an interactive and engaging 
event for the Ford Customers 
through family activities, customer 
acknowledgements, test drives & live 
demos.

FORD DRIVING SKILLS FOR LIFE  
Ford Kenya held a training with a few media personalities and in-house staff facilitated by 
three trainers from Ford South Africa. The training was kicked off by the Managing Director Mr. 
Wanjohi Kangangi and the General Manager Passenger Vehicle Mr. Patrick Amenya.
 
Driving skills for life is a concept that emanated from the Asian countries and its being rolled 
out in sub Saharan Africa and Europe with an emphasis on economical and safe training. 

THE LAUNCH OF THE NEW FORD MUSTANG FASTBACK 
IN OCTOBER 2016

Arguably the most anticipated new model introduction in Kenya’s illustrious history, 
the launch of the legendary Ford Mustang was finally a reality to the delight of motoring 
enthusiasts across the country. 

The event was graced by the US ambassador Robert Godec, Ford Sub-Saharan Africa 
President, CEO Jeff Nemeth. The Group CEO Mark Kass and MD Wanjohi Kangangi. The 
theme was sporty and classic as the Mustang is one of the world’s most iconic cars. The event 
was also to push the passenger range of vehicles through increased coverage leading up to 
increased sales. 

The new Mustang has been a global hit since it was launched internationally last year, and was 
the world’s best-selling sports car in the first half of 2015. It is the world’s most-liked vehicle on 
Facebook with more than eight million likes and has made more than 9 000 appearances in 
television, music and video games. It has co-starred in films with Hollywood stars Will Smith, 
Nicholas Cage, Jason Statham, Tom Cruise, and perhaps most memorably Steve McQueen – 
in the cult 1960s movie Bullitt. 

“We are proud to bring the iconic Mustang to Kenya. The luxury car segment in Kenya grew by 
4 percent last year with private companies and individuals showing a keen appetite for such 
vehicles. We are happy to have the Mustang in our stable after all the other Ford brands like 
Everest, Fusion, Wildtrak and Ranger already launched in the market,” says Mark Kass, CEO, 
CMC Motors at the launch event.

The showroom has on display the light 
commercial vehicles from Ford which 
are the ranger pick-ups as well as the 
tourneo custom van. 

This showroom is meant to serve 
the fleet wing of the Ford sales 
department which has sold to many 
fleet corporate clients; we have BAT 
Kenya, Vivo energy and many more.

FORD COMMERCIAL 
SHOWROOM

FORD FAMILY FUN 
DAY IN APRIL 2016
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The Mazda brand launched a whole new range of models from the 
Mazda 3 and Mazda 6 saloon cars to the SUV Mazda CX5 and Mazda 
BT-50 pick-up.
The brand is gaining visibility through its fleet sales to corporate and 
making a comeback into the market.

The Suzuki brand is proud to announce the arrival of the 
brand new Vitara which adds to the range of the Suzuki 
vehicles. Suzuki also made a fleet sale to the Kenya police 
with delivering of five Suzuki Ciaz.

BRANDS
NEWS

Through the roadshow from Mai Mahiu through Nakuru to Eldoret and 
surrounding environs in august 2016, the Eicher brand revealed its 
light and medium duty trucks especially the very competitive 10 ton 
Eicher Pro 3009 in the region that is dominated mainly by competition. 

It generated very positive feedback in the market segment with a lot of 
praise on fuel efficiency and robust features.     

With the company’s’ focus on the large passenger buses with a capacity 
to carry 67 passengers, MAN closed a deal of 20 MAN Bus units to West 
Kenya based overland transport firm Climax Transport Ltd. The operator 
of the popular ‘Climax’ christened buses operates from Nairobi to Kisumu, 
Eldoret, Kitale, Webuye and Busia among other destinations.

The entry of the MAN models with superior German engineering 
tropicalized to meet the demanding local conditions for passenger buses 
has been hailed as a game changer for CMC Motors. 

This is what the CMC MAN Team had to say…., “We are delighted to have 
an ambassador of Climax’s calibre confirm that the Germans did what they 
are best known for – outstanding technical solutions. We were then able to 
localize and do the assembly and bodybuilding right here at (KVM) plant 
in Thika.” 
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NAIVASHA TRACTOR FAIR

NAROK FARMERS CONVENTION

MWEA FARMERS CONVENTION

The event constituted free service clinics for farmers who purchased spare parts on the ground and handover mini ceremony for the two  
tractors sold Ronald Mutugi financed by Equity Bank

Dubbed the Tractor gymkhana derby is a practical activity involving demos and the public votes for the best tractor amongst other 
tractor companies. 

To enhance awareness, the New Holland Tractors we paraded through Naivasha town.

This is an annual event held for the farmers in Narok region every year in August, during the harvesting period targeting their produce 
sales. To highlight the success of this event, 3 tractors, a farm trailer and spare parts worth Kshs. 240,000/= were sold.

This year, through interactive engagements with farmers all across the country, our open days served as forums  
for the farmers to talk about challenges and share best practice. 

BRANDS
NEWS
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Go Team Eldoret... go!! 

Through the Eldoret ASK Show, KCB 
golf days and Eldoret road show among 
others, Eldoret Branch showcased our 
range of products to different target 
markets from farmers, business people 
and small traders alike in the North Rift 
Region that guaranteed conversion of 
inquiries into sales.

NAKURU

KISUMU

Mombasa branch has been quite active 
on various campaigns and events one of 
them being the Mombasa Show where they 
scooped 3 trophies for best display. 

To boost the branch, Mr. Ken Gibson returned 
to CMC after 5 years as Regional Manager, 
Coast and Paul Mulwa Muasa was appointed 
the Branch Manager HCV & Agriculture, in the 
new Changamwe Branch that has since been 
given a full facelift.

Kisumu Branch has had a very 
eventful year aimed at increasing 
visibility and sales within the Nyanza 
region and its environs. The branch 
initiated various activations.

1. Sponsorship of the KCB Nyanza 
Golf tournament. The tournament 
was well attended by the leading 
business people in Kisumu. The 
Kisumu branch took, this opportunity 
to showcase all our new models, 
to the delight of all the golfers who 
attended the tournament.

2. Kisumu ASK show

3. Partnership with NTSA to distribute 
reflector jackets to Motorbike riders.

4. Roadshow from Kisumu through 
to Kisii, Migori, Isbania, Awendo, and 
Homa Bay. 

Some of memorable deliveries for  
CMC Kisumu Branch. 
1. Delivery of 3 Ford Everest and 6 
tractors to kakamega county
2. Delivery of 25 Ford Rangers to 
Kisumu county.

Nakuru ASK show this year July.2016; 
Best Stand exhibiting Agricultural & Earth 

moving Equipment

Nakuru branch exhibited our line of products 
from the Eicher Terra 25, 10.75, 10.95 bus, 
New Holland TT40 and TD5110 4WD, Ford 
XLT Double cab and Mazda BT50 single cab. 
The stand was widely visited and gained a lot 
of attention from customers from the county 
and surrounding counties.

MOMBASA

BRANCH & 
REGIONAL NEWS

KITALE

Our Kitale Branch manager handing 
over the keys to a brand new Maruti 
Gypsy to the county government 
representative.

Kitale Branch focused on government 
sales and enhancing aftersales service 
to the corporate customers in the region 
like the Kenya Seed Company, Western 
Seed Company and supermarket chain 
stores.

ELDORET

Kisumu Branch!!
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NANYUKI

MERU

Nanyuki branch has leveraged its position in the region through their persistent involvement in specific activities that have become 
synonymous with the CMC brand. The customers in the areas look forward to these events as they have become forums for the 

customers to meet & greet the CMC Management, voice challenges with our services as well as for CMC to move sales in vehicles and 
parts.

Meru Branch milestones this year included a refurbished showroom. Meru has embarked on a campaign to reconnect with the local 
communities for better service delivery and customer engagement initiatives.  

BRANCHES
NEWS

CMC Tractor Clinic event in Naro Moru is 
held every year in July. Farmer turn up in 
large numbers for a free tractor check up. 

New look CMC Meru showroom

Mt. Kenya horse Show sponsored 
by CMC Nanyuki, held every year in 
August to attract the ranchers and 
large scale farmers in the regions

Group service manager engaging 
customers after a luncheon hosted 
by CMC Meru Branch Manager Mr. 

Mathew Ituma

CGA Small scale farmers event also held 
every year at Kisima Farm in Timau

CMC Meru Branch is awarded a trophy by 
Hon. Willy Bett CS for Agriculture, during 

the Meru ASK Show

“Today, our commitment is stronger than ever; to enrich, not exploit” 
Being the leading and preferred car repair, we have attained manufacturer 
approval to repairs all of CMC franchises.
Why? 
Because we’ve always done things differently, we now have all CMC 
accident repairs workshops open to all franchises across the country. To 
compliment the high quality body repairs, we are proud to partner with 
Nippon Paint for its superiority in the highly competitive automotive 
segment for the perfect vehicle color match.

The Future of Accident Repair; 
• A Guaranteed Completion Date that Eliminates the Guesswork
• Verified & Documented Quality Assurance for Each Step in the Repair 

Process
• Paint warranty up to 6 months
• 99% restoration with no traits that ensures continued vehicle warranty 

where applicable.

AFTER SALES

The key renewed focus 2016 for the parts team is to 
deliver on the desire for every motor vehicle owner to get 
the spare parts they require, at the time they require, for 
the right price and quality; hence the creation of the parts 
supply chain team  as the hub for handling the purchase 
and distribution function of the entire parts operation. 

There is a renewed focus on market intelligence and 
parts pricing to ensure prices offered by CMC Motors are 
competitive in the market. The parts team is increasingly 
finding ways to be more customer centric through 
customer engagement and visits to foster better relations 
with our customers and intended market.

CMC Accident Repair Parts Desk 
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REGIONAL & CSR
NEWS

THE COOPER MOTOR CORPORATION UGANDA LIMITED
Various activities in 2016 have seen CMC Uganda rise to glory. These nationwide aggressive marketing initiatives include;

1. New Holland Brand activations through

2. Eicher trucks & buses Product 
launch at CMC dealership

3. Ford safety training
A drivers for life training programme rolled out by Ford South Africa 
on motor vehicle handling, maintenance and features.

• Country wide tractor demonstrations (June – August) Conducted 
in 4 regions of the country (Eastern, Western, Northern and 
Central) and a total of 24 districts covered during this exercise.

Participation in:
• Masindi Agricultural show in May
• Masaka Farmers Training initiated by New Vision was held at 

the Best farmer of the year farmer as voted by readers. only New 
Holland tractor brand was invited

• New Holland tractor Radio campaigns featuring CNH Sales 
Executive  

• New Holland Operator training for fleet Customers

CMC Motors Group on 23rd 
September, 2016 in Nairobi & 
29th September, 2016 across 
its branches countrywide 
hosted a one day blood drive 
for the employees, customers 
and other volunteers to 

reinforce the sense of social responsibility towards the community.

CMC Nanyuki branch 
staff contribute and visit 
Lipela Children’s Home every 
February [the month of love] 
and spend the day with the 
kids.  One of our technicians 
[Benson Warutere] was 

brought up in that children’s home.

On the 27th of August, 
the Mazda team visited 
the Tumaini Children’s 
home in Nyeri town, 
home to 200 needy 
children one of whom is 

our very own Kevin Kairu, a New Holland tractor technician 
where they spent a fun filled day and donated food stuffs.
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OTHER
NEWS

CMC PARTNERSHIP WITH FINANCIAL 
INSTITUTIONS

In the determination to strengthen our relationship and instill confidence of 
our products range and the organization as a whole within the region, CMC 
Motors Group embarked on a campaign to engage financial institutions and the 
individuals within the banks who we acknowledge are essential to our success 
going forward.

The objective is to assure our partners of the Groups innovative growth and 
investment plans. CMC Group’s commitment to the brands we represent and 
the successful and decisive removal of any poor practices which may have been 
detrimental to the past reputation of CMC.

Group CEO Mark Kass speaking with the 
asset finance team from KCB during the CMC 

Showcase/Customer Open day event attended by 
13 local banks in July 2016.

About Betty: I have worked 25 year in CMC, am in my late forties with one 11 yrs old son. 
I am very down to earth, understanding, caring, compassionate and I always go out of my 
way to assist others where I can. I conform easily to change and always try my utmost to 
be perfect in carrying out my duties but this does not mean that I do not make mistakes; 
I do and they become a learning experience. I am a principled person and live my life by 
doing what I deem is right but if I offend anyone, am quick to apologize. I believe in sorting 
out conflicts and misunderstandings even with my Superiors. I don’t keep grudges against 
anybody whatsoever. I have a loud voice and this has been misconstrued to the extent that 
am branded rude or unfriendly which is not the case. 

Personality: Am an introvert and value my privacy and quietness a lot and very much aware 
of my surroundings and happenings. This is also mistaken as being unfriendly. I always take 
time to listen and act appropriately when approached for guidance or assistance and I do 

not discriminate regardless of status.

Her day in the office: My normal day in the office starts at 7am, I take rounds in the Workshop to check on progress of new units, arrange 
delivery schedules with our Drivers before settling back to the office to handle all the other duties assigned to me and any other that might 
arise in the course of the day. My motto has always been not to leave for tomorrow what can be done today, so I hardly carry over work to 
the next day unless it is very necessary. I mostly interact with Branches in my day to day duties. 

Being appointed Acting Divisional Manager for New Holland: I was surprised and honoured. I would like to use this forum to thank 
my Superiors for the opportunity. It proved that my work is recognized and appreciated. I believe I was up to the task and I got support 
from all the Departments in the Division. Though there were a few disgruntled people, this did not deter me from performing my duties 
diligently and eventually handed over to the new Divisional Manager. It was a great learning experience.

Free time: I love reading, travelling to new places and listening to music.

Something about betty  that nobody knows: Am very prayerful and believe in the power of prayer.

Advice to associates: Never to judge a book by its cover. We should get to interact, know and understand one another. We all come from 
diverse backgrounds and have different characters. We cannot all be the same.
We should also avoid gossip, malice and rumor mongering amongst us which is very distasteful taking into consideration that we should 
all work together as a team. Let us appreciate and value one another regardless of our ethnic backgrounds.

“There you have it folks! 
Take lightly what you hear about individuals. Most people aren’t so bad once you sit down and have an honest, one-
on-one open heart conversation with them. Quiet people always know more than they seem. Although very normal, 

their inner world is by default fronted mysterious and therefore assumed weird. Never underestimate the social 
awareness and sense of reality in a quiet person; they are some of the most observant, absorbent persons of all.”
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Total amount transacted through this cost 
free platform for the past 9 months is Kshs. 
35million!!!

The origin of money! An extract from Watchtower Magazine; May 1, 
2011 under the heading, Life in Bible Times—Money) 

Before money was invented, people traded using the 
barter system. They exchanged goods and services of 
equal value. But bartering could be inconvenient. For 
the system to work, each party had to desire the goods 
that the other was offering. In addition, traders had 
to carry or care for cumbersome trade items, such as 
animals or bags of grain.

Traders eventually saw the need for a more convenient 
commodity that could be used to buy and sell goods. 
The solution was to use precious metals, such as 
gold, silver, and copper. Those metals were carefully 
weighed on sensitive scales before an exchange of 

goods took place. For example, when Abraham bought a burial site for his 
beloved wife, Sarah, he weighed out the required amount of silver (Genesis 
23:14-16).

With the world moving the digital way, let’s 
move digital with the world!

Encourage all our customers to pay through 
MPESA. 

It’s easy… It’s faster… It’s convenient….

Retirement and Retrenchment
A number of our staff are currently undergoing through retirements and in 
some cases retrenchments, which requires a lot of counselling to handle 
this change. Finance department is currently remitting the final dues to 
your bank account, this is to enable you make the wise decision on your 
future spend and investments.

Please note: If you have a loan from these institutions e.g. Barclays, 
Comoco, Co-operative etc. you can negotiate with them to continue paying 
your loans on monthly basis until your loan term is over. It’s not a matter of 
paying your full loan at the time of departure particularly if you are going to 
invest. The choice of your financial partner along this journey is also very 
important.

A customer is the most important visitor on our premises, he 
is not dependent on us. We are dependent on him. He is not 
an interruption in our work. He is the purpose of it. He is not 
an outsider in our business. He is part of it. We are not doing 
him a favor by serving him. He is doing us a favor by giving 
us an opportunity to do so. ~ Mahatma Gandhi
 
CMC Motors Group would like to appreciate

.

About Butali Sugar Mills Limited….
Butali Sugar Mills is one of the Country’s leading producers 
of sugar and by products. It is located in Butali village, 
Kakamega North District, Kakamega County. Butali Sugar 
Mills Limited traces its beginning in April 2005 when the 
Company was established and in January 2011 when it 
began its full operations. It is a private owned Sugar Mill 
company in Western Kenya, managed by Mr Jayanti Patel 
(Chairman) and Mr. Sanjay Patel (Managing Director-CEO)
Butali Sugar Mills Limited offer services to over 40,000 
farmers who are spread across the three counties of 
Kakamega, Uasin Gishu and Nandi. It’s focused on 
improving farmers’ lives and increasing sugar production 
in the country.

From Butali Sugar Mills CEO Mr. Sanjay Patel…
Butali Sugar Mills views on CMC, its products and services? 
“CMC has always been our preferred partner in terms of 
our Agri business.  The product support and service that 
we get is very personal and tailor made to our operations”.

Why Butali Sugar Mills would recommend their business 
partners and friends to CMC; “I believe that CMC over 
the years have established themselves throughout the 
country with a good branch network that can service your 
needs no matter what. Our personal business relationship 
with CMC goes over 30years”.

Dear Associates, know and always remember this:
Profit in business comes from repeat customers; customers 
that boast about your product and service, and that bring 
friends with them!

“Mteja ni Baraka”

CMC now has an operational MPESA

WE VALUE YOUR FEEDBACK, WRITE TO US: driven.newsletter@cmcmotors.com


